Time Management for Turbulent Times

Time Management - the term is old, but the
concepts in this audio series are strikingly
new. No matter where you work or what
your responsibilities happen to be, its likely
that youre facing recurring time pressure.
You need fresh approaches to stay on
control! In three illuminating audios, Jeff
Davidson, The Work-Life Balance Expert
and the premier thought leader on work-life
balance issues, explains why interruptions
and worn-out notions about time
management represent your greatest
productivity obstacles today. In Get
Interrupted Less, Earn More; Interruption
Management, The Importance of Focus;
and The Sacred Cows of Time
Management, Jeff offers his high-powered,
yet down-to-earth, practical advice. Take
advantage of his cutting-edge wisdom
about what it takes in this day-and-age to
truly be the master of you time.
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